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Welcome to Fourth Grade in the
Frederick County Public Schools!
This will be an exciting year for you and your child. This guide includes child
development stages, samples of curricula and activities to reinforce learning
at home. Please use this guide throughout the year as a resource to help
you gain a better understanding of your child’s school experience. A strong
home-school connection will assist your child in reaching his/her fullest
academic potential while enjoying a positive and successful school year.

Working Together To Build
Lifelong Learners
Children become lifelong learners through daily exposure to opportunities
that encourage curiosity, self-direction, creativity and critical thinking.
Included are strategies that will help your child throughout elementary
school, as well as in life:
• Reading
Reading is one of the most valuable experiences you can provide for
your child. Reading to your child, having your child read to you and
having your child see you read, will enhance the importance of literacy.
• Problem Solving
Assist your child in choosing the most appropriate or most reasonable
solution to a problem. Encourage your child to explain why a certain
solution or answer was chosen.
• Communicating
Create daily opportunities for conversation with your child. Take turns
talking and listening to daily events or stories.
• Cooperating
Provide opportunities for your child to interact with others in a positive
manner (play games, take turns, share).
• Valuing Learning
Show your child that education is important by participating in his/her
education. Show your interest by asking questions, praising your child’s
efforts and reviewing daily events.
• Modeling Good Citizenship
Assist your child in becoming a responsible member of the community.
Model the Character Counts pillars: Caring, Trustworthiness,
Responsibility, Citizenship, Fairness, Respect.

Fitting the Pieces Together
Fourth Grade
What you will find on the following pages…
Developmental Stages
Each child grows and develops in a unique way. This section of the guide
is designed to give you general information concerning the development
of children. Because child development is an ongoing process, this section
includes a three-year look at how children in this age group change and
grow. A typical 9 year old child will be in a variety of places in this three
year look.
Samples of Curricula
This section of the guide is written to introduce you to samples of the
curricula that your child will experience this year. Within this section,
you will find a list of areas (language arts, mathematics, science, social
studies, art, music, physical education, health education) that will be
studied, samples of curricula that will be taught and family activities to
reinforce learning at home. Please remember that the left hand column
displays the curriculum the teachers use. The right hand column is most
important for you. It offers a variety of activities and games you can
easily do at home to reinforce your child’s learning. While we have tried to
explain all confusing terms, you may still have questions. For answers, go to
www.FCPS.org, ask your child’s teacher, or ask the school administrators to
point you in the right direction to find the information you want.

Child Development 8, 9,10 years
Remember... Your fourth grade child will be somewhere on these pages
Age

Physical

Personal

• Exhibits more coordination
• Likes rough-and-tumble,
loud games
• Likes table games
• Likes to draw
• Tries to write neatly

• Feels badly about own
mistakes
• Shows some responsibility
without reminders
• Makes own choices
• Recognizes own success or
failure
• Relieves anxiety through
humming, scowling,
muttering, leg-jiggling
• Likes to be challenged
• Likes to have more control

• Body changes may occur
• Overdoes things he/she
likes to do

• Complains (task is too hard)
• Wants independence and
separateness respected
• Returns to babyish
behavior
• Tends to worry
• Seeks parental approval

•
•
•
•

• Experiences the beginning
of the end of childhood
• Cries when criticized
• Shows security with family
identity
• Exhibits spontaneous
reactions
• Begins to question unknown
• Cannot take a joke on self
• Gets even, spiting others as
a way to cope

years of age

years of age

years of age

Changes in body
Exhibits impulsiveness
Tends to be careless
Chooses activities and
things he/she wants to do

Social

Intellectual

Listening and
Language Development

• Becomes concerned about
• Collects and sorts things
own appearance
• Becomes aware of time/
• Lies, boasts, exaggerates
punctuality
• Begins to take risks
• Overestimates own ability
• Shows sensitivity to
criticism from others
• Identifies strongly with own
gender
• Exhibits a more competitive
style

• Uses language fluidly and
expansively
• Uses slang and possibly
some profanity
• Listens attentively without
interrupting
• Listens for pleasure and
enjoyment
• Asks specific questions
• Begins using multi-step
directions

• Loyal and devoted friend
• Affected by what others
say
• Enjoys running errands
• Stands up for others when
needed
• Boy-girl attraction, but not
much playing together
• Loves to talk about him/
herself
• Forms temporary clubs

• Needs to help make
decisions about rules/limits
• Likes fairness
• Exhibits a self-motivated
work ethic
• Uses verbal skills to solve
conflicts and communicate
• Prefers a “fair” appraisal of
work
• Makes lists
• Realist

• Listens in a focused
manner for extended
period of time
• Begins to evaluate what is
heard
• Follows multi-step
directions
• Begins paraphrasing
• Concentrates well in small
group discussion
• Uses complete sentences

• Needs to be accepted by
group
• Criticizes self
• Accepts responsibility for
younger children
• Exhibits friendliness and is
team oriented
• Exhibits talkativeness and
wordiness
• Demonstrates a fondness
for secrets
• Tends to be shy to give
opinion for fear of hurting
someone else’s feelings

• Exhibits curiosity and
self-motivation
• Loves to soak up
information and memorize
facts
• Copies paragraphs of
information, but does not
necessarily understand
them
• Tends to think better than
write
• Welcomes discussion of
personal and social problems

• Enjoys participating in
class discussions
• Incorporates new
vocabulary
• Speaks with ease in a
variety of situations
• Feels more comfortable
in spontaneous speaking
situations

Language Arts

In language arts, students read to comprehend informational and literary text.
Students communicate orally and in writing to inform, persuade and
express personal ideas. During the course of the year, children will be
offered a wide variety of opportunities to learn and develop these skills.

Reading Literature

Language Arts

Students will read and understand stories, poems and plays.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Apply appropriate strategies
before reading/listening to a
text, during reading/listening to
monitor understanding, and after
reading/listening to demonstrate
understanding by referring to
details and examples in a text
when explaining what is directly
stated and drawing inferences.

• Visit the local library. Read from websites.
• Have family reading time on the weekend.
• Before reading, have your child make predictions about a
book using pictures, cover and title.
• During reading, have your child check predictions
throughout the reading to see if his/her predictions
change, and encourage your child to ask questions about the
text.
• After reading, discuss or draw a picture of a favorite event,
character, and/or setting.
• Make a poster to encourage others to read this book, poem,
or play/drama.

• Determine the theme of a story,
drama, or poem from details in
the text; summarize the text.

• Fold a piece of paper so you have 4 equal parts to be
labeled: Character, Setting, Problem, and Solution. Have
your child draw pictures and/or write to explain each
section.
• Have your child summarize the text by drawing pictures to
represent the beginning, middle, and end of the text and
then have your child share it orally.

• Analyze how and why individuals,
events, and ideas develop and
interact over the course of the
text using specific details from
the text (e.g., a character’s
thoughts, words, or actions.)

• Have your child become a character in the text and act out
the character’s personalities in the beginning, the middle,
and the end of the text, making sure to show how the
character has changed and why.
• Use 3 pieces of paper, taping them together horizontally to
make one long paper. Ask your child to make a growing mural
by drawing the setting of the beginning on the first section,
the setting of the middle of the story in the middle section,
and the setting of the end in the last section.
• Using the same paper constructed above, have your child
draw pictures and/or write to represent the major events in
the beginning, middle, and end.

Reading Informational
Students will read and understand factual articles,
non-fiction books, and other factual materials.

Family Activities

• Apply appropriate strategies
before reading/listening to a
text, during reading/listening to
monitor understanding, and after
reading/listening to demonstrate
understanding by referring to
details and examples in a text
when explaining what is directly
stated and drawing inferences.

• Visit the local library. Read from websites.
• Have family reading time on the weekend.
• Before reading, have your child make predictions and ask
questions about a book using text features (photographs,
bold/italicized text, headings, subheadings, maps, charts,
captions, etc…).
• During reading, have your child check predictions to see
if predictions change. Encourage your child to answer
questions and ask more questions about text.
• After reading, discuss or draw a picture of a new piece of
information learned.
• Make a poster and/or write a news report to share new and/
or interesting information read.

• Determine the main idea of
a text and explain how it is
supported by key details in the
text; summarize the text.

• Have your child put “hot spots” or sticky notes on important
ideas as he/she reads and explain to you why he/she put the
notes where he/she did.
• Play “Add up the Facts.” As your child reads each section
of an informational text, have him/her identify the most
important information. At the end of the text, recall each
fact he/she identified.

• Describe the overall structure
(e.g., chronological, comparison,
cause/effect, problem/
solution) when explaining events,
procedures, ideas, or concepts
in a historical, scientific, or
technical text including what
happened and why based on
specific information in the text.

• Create a timeline using thread/yarn, tape, and sticky notes
on the floor or the wall. Tape will serve as the times/years/
dates and sticky notes can be used to explain the events.
(You can start with a timeline of child’s life to practice
before using with a text.)
• Using index cards, create cause/effect puzzles. Write
cause on left and effect on right. Then, cut a crooked line
between. Mix up and find matches. This is good for events
from child’s life: I didn’t study/I got bad grade.
• Write recipe directions on index cards. Mix them up and ask
your child to put them in order.

Language Arts

Samples of Curricula

Writing

Language Arts

Students will continue to develop the ability
to express ideas in a variety of written forms.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Write arguments (opinion pieces)
on topics or texts, supporting a
point of view with reasons and
information.

• Create a courtroom in your home where your child is the
lawyer for a brother/sister and the rest of the family is
the jury. Your child must write an argument to convince the
jury that the brother/sister deserves a special privilege.
The argument should include an introduction which states
the basis of the argument; a body consisting of 2nd, 3rd, and
4th paragraphs each stating a reason with support; and a
conclusion which summarizes the argument.
• Have your child write a letter to the President about an
issue that is important to your child. Make sure the letter
includes an introduction, body, and conclusion. Encourage
your child to take time to revise and edit his/her writing. If
you choose you may send it to the President:
The President
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20500
Letter salutation:
Dear Mr./Madam President:

• Write informative/explanatory
texts to examine a topic and
convey ideas and information
clearly.

• Encourage your child to read non-fiction texts and/
or Internet articles to gather information and then
write about a topic of interest. Include an Introduction:
Introduces topic and details you’ll be sharing with reader
(e.g., Dirt bikes: how made, where made, where to get one,
Or Red ants: what they look like, where they live, what they
eat, what their jobs are), Body: Paragraphs for each detail,
and Conclusion: General information review about your topic.
• Create a book including: Introduction page, Page for each
detail, Conclusion page, Table of Contents, Glossary, Text
Features, Author’s Thoughts page.
• Encourage your child to write in a journal about important
events in his/her life.
• Ask your child to write a “How to” paragraph. Practice using
words: and, next, second, but, first and last.
• Create a power point to inform others about a topic of
interest including: introduction, body, and conclusion.

Family Activities

• Write narratives to develop
real or imagined experiences or
events using effective technique,
descriptive details, and clear
event sequences.

• Have your child keep an ongoing list of new and interesting
vocabulary to use in writing, when appropriate. The
refrigerator is a convenient and visible place for your list.
• Draw a fantasy picture of a superhero, a princess, talking
animals/objects, etc.. Then, make a list of as many words
to describe everything in the picture as you can: what it
looks like, sounds like, feels like, smells like, etc… BE AS
SPECIFIC AND DESCRIPTIVE AS POSSIBLE! Next, make
a list of events that could happen: when they happen, how
they happen, where they happen, why they happen. Finally,
put all of these pictures and ideas together to make the
most scary, exciting, interesting, imaginative story/book/
comic strip/etc. you can
• "Explode a moment” – Have your child recall one simple
event from the day and elaborate to create a detailed story.
Example of simple event: “I lost my pencil.”
Example of questions to promote narrative development:
“Where did it land?” “Did anyone see?” “What was your
reaction?” “Did you get it back?” “Who helped you find it?”
“How long did it take?”

Language Arts

Samples of Curricula

Language
Students will use correct grammar, spelling, and word choice in writing.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Differentiate between
grammatically complete
sentences, sentence fragments,
and run-on sentences. Revise
incomplete sentences, run-ons,
and sentence fragments.

• Have your child tell or write a story about a fun experience
or trip recently taken. Your child can revise the writing
piece and or thoughts by making sure there are no
incomplete or run-on sentences.

• Analyze writing models for
correct capitalization and
punctuation.

• Have your child write in a diary daily and tend to precision
by using correct capitalization and punctuation.
• Have your child edit his/her own stories or siblings stories
to check for capitalization and punctuation.

• Distinguish between multiple
meanings, spellings, and
pronunciations of homophones
and homographs.

• Have your child draw pictures of the various meanings for
words that have multiple meanings (ex: run, sink, sign, etc.).

• Use dictionaries, glossaries,
thesauruses, and multimedia
resources to identify and use
synonyms for words.

• Have your child read aloud one of his/her writing pieces
from school. Discuss together what can be added or
changed in the piece to make it better. Check for correct
spelling and punctuation.
• Model use of dictionary and thesaurus.

Language Arts

• Discuss words and word meanings • Use resources, such as a dictionary, glossary, thesaurus,
daily as they are encountered
and the Internet, to figure out unknown words.
in text, instruction, and
• Assist your child in finding the meaning of unknown
conversation.
words. For example, in the sentence: ”We are getting rain
intermittently,” ask your child, “What clues are there in the
sentence to help me figure out what intermittently means?
What would make sense?”
• Participate in collaborative
conversations with diverse peers
about grade topics and text,
building on others’ ideas and
expressing their own clarity.

• Before visiting community sites (ex: Earth and Space
Science Lab, Gettysburg, Rose Hill Manor, etc.) discuss with
your child how listening to oral presentations can lead to
questions. Encourage your child to ask his/her questions at
the end of the presentation.

Speaking and Listening

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Engage in a range of
• Have your child prepare a “How to…” presentation to share
collaborative discussions (one-onwith family and friends (ex: making a sundae).
one, in groups, and teacher led)
with diverse partners on grade 4
topics, texts, building on others’
ideas and expressing their own
clearly.
• Demonstrate command of the
conventions of standard English
grammar and usage when
speaking.

• When your child is reading and comes to an unknown word,
encourage your child to use what he/she has learned about
meanings of word parts, as well as using information in
sentences, to figure out the meaning of the unknown word.
• Keep a log of new and interesting vocabulary from readings,
class and life experiences. Use these words in speaking and
writing.
• Encourage your child to make up a skit or play and present
to a small group of children or adults.

• Paraphrase portions of texts
read aloud or information
presented in diverse media
and formats, including visually,
quantitatively, and orally.

• After listening to factual TV programs that have “life
lessons” to be learned, have your child tell you what
message the story was trying to get across.

Language Arts

Students will continue to develop effective speaking skills in a variety of
situations. Students will continue to develop listening skills to learn, process,
and analyze information.

Math

Mathematics is a way of thinking and communicating. Students must practice
mathematical reasoning and skills with accuracy, efficiency and flexibility in order
to create and communicate strategies for solving a problem, choose appropriate tools
to solve problems, discuss, listen, observe and ask questions to obtain mathematical
information, and explore mathematical concepts as they apply to personal experiences.
The goal is for students to demonstrate positive attitudes toward mathematics
in school, culture, and society.

Operations and Algebraic Thinking
Students will algebraically represent, model, analyze, or solve mathematical or
real-world problems involving patterns or functional relationships.

Math

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Multiply or divide to solve word
problems involving multiplicative
comparison, e.g., by using
drawings and equations with a
symbol for the unknown number
to represent the problem,
distinguishing multiplicative
comparison from additive
comparison.

• While riding in the car, make a game out of learning math
facts by having children solve story problems. For example:
I’m thinking of buying a hat. The blue hat costs $6.00.
The red hat costs 3 times as much as the blue hat. How
much does the red hat cost? Which hat should I buy?
If 18 apples are arranged into 3 equal rows, how many
apples would be in each row?
You have 18 inches of string, which will be cut into pieces
that are 6 inches long. How many pieces of string will you
have?
• On a car trip, have your child solve distance/speed problems
related to your destination (Ex: Parent says, “We have to go
to Baltimore. It’s 75 miles away. I’m going to drive 60 mph,
so how long will it take us to get there?”). Have your child
explain the strategy used.
• Give your child a simple number sentence using any of the
four operations (+, - , x, ÷), and have your child tell a reallife story that matches. (Ex: Parent says, “3 x 7 = 21.”
Child says, “I bought 3 gifts for each of my seven friends.
Altogether, I bought 21 gifts.”)

• Find all factor pairs for a whole
number in the range 1-100.
Recognize that a whole number is
a multiple of each of its factors.
Determine whether a given whole
number in the range 1-100 is
a multiple of a given one-digit
number. Determine whether a
given whole number in the range
of 1-100 is prime or composite.

• Create a table using macaroni noodles. Make groups of
macaroni noodles starting with 1. Then, use the rule to
create the group of noodles for each pair of factors to
find the multiples.
Number of
Noodles(factor)

Rule: x3
(x factor)

Total Noodles
(= multiple)

1

x3

3

2

x3

6

Numbers and Operations in Base Ten

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Recognize that in a multi-digit
whole number, a digit in one
place represents ten times what
it represent in the place to its
right. For example, recognize
that 700 ÷ 70 = 10 by applying
concepts of place value and
division.

• Play the following with your child: Using a deck of cards
(remove the face cards), flip over one card. Multiply by ten
and record the product. Then, multiply by ten again and
record the product. Multiply by ten a third time and record
the product. Ask the child what’s happening to the value of
the card he/she turned over.

• Read and write multi-digit
whole numbers using base-ten
numerals, number names, and
expanded form. Compare two
multi-digit numbers based on
meanings of the digits in each
place, using >, =, and < symbols
to record the results of
comparisons.

• Play the following with your child: Using a deck of cards
(remove the face cards), flip over 4 cards, and make the
largest 4-digit number you can. Write the number in word
form and expanded form.
• Using the same deck of cards, each player flips over 3
cards and makes the largest number possible. Compare the
numbers of each player; the largest number gets to keep all
cards.

• Use place value understanding to • Play the following with your child: Using a deck of cards
round multi-digit whole numbers
(remove the face cards), flip over 4 cards; make the largest
to any place.
4-digit number you can. Round the number to the nearest
thousand. Each time you play, round to a different place, i.e.,
round to the nearest hundred or ten.
• While shopping, ask your child to round the prices to the
nearest whole dollar.
• Fluently add and subtract multidigit whole numbers using the
standard algorithm.

• Play the following with your child: Using a deck of cards
(remove the face cards), two players flip over 4 cards; make
the largest 4-digit numbers possible. Each player adds or
subtracts the numbers as fast as they can. The first person
to add or subtract accurately, wins the cards.

• Multiply a whole number of up to
four digits by a one-digit whole
number, and multiply two twodigit numbers, using strategies
based on place value and the
properties of operations.
Illustrate and explain the
calculation by using equations,
rectangular arrays, and/or area
models.

• Play the following with your child: Using a deck of cards
(remove the face cards), turn over 4 cards and make the
smallest number possible. Turn over another card and
multiply the number you made by the new card.
• Play the following with your child: Using a deck of cards
(remove the face cards), turn over 4 cards and make two
2-digit numbers. Record the numbers. Use a strategy to
multiply the numbers you recorded.

Math

Students will describe, represent, or apply numbers or their relationships and
will estimate and compute using mental strategies, paper/pencil or technology.

Numbers and Operations – Fractions
Students will describe, represent, or model fractions and their relationships
to other fractions and/or a whole using visual models.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

Math

• Compare two fractions with
• Using a recipe, ask your child if the measurements given for
different numerators and
each ingredient are more than, less than, or equal to ½. If
different denominators, e.g., by
your child is unsure, encourage your child to use measuring
creating common denominators or
tools to find the solution.
numerators, or by comparing to
• Using food examples, ask your child if the food was divided
a benchmark fraction such as ½.
into __ parts and they were given of the food, will the
Recognize that comparisons are
part be greater than, less than, or equal to ½. (For example:
valid only when the two fractions
Your child takes 3/8 of the pizza or 4/6 of the brownies.)
refer to the same whole. Record
the results of comparisons with
symbols >, =, <, and justify the
conclusions, e.g., by using a visual
fraction model.
• Use decimal notation for
fractions with denominators 10
and 100. For example, rewrite
0.62 as 62/100; describe a length
as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a
number line diagram.

• Give your child a handful of coins. Ask your child to find the
total amount of money. Then, ask your child to write the
number as a decimal and as a fraction.
• Have your child create a number line from 0 to 1, and
accurately place a fraction or decimal on the number line.

• Compare two decimals to
hundredths by reasoning about
their size. Recognize that
comparisons are valid only when
the two decimals refer to the
same whole. Record the results
of comparisons with the symbols
>, =, <, and justify the conclusions,
e.g., by using a visual model.

• Find statistics on different sports teams in the newspaper
and have your child order the decimals from least to
greatest or greatest to least.
• When shopping with your child, have your child compare
prices to tell which one is greater than or less than the
other.

Measurement and Data Analysis
Students will collect, organize, display, analyze, or interpret data to
make decisions or predictions.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Know relative sizes of
measurement units within one
system of units including km,
m, cm, kg, g; lb, oz.; l, ml; hr,
min, sec. Within a single system
of measurement, express
measurements in a larger unit in
terms of a smaller unit. Record
measurement equivalents in a
two-column table. For example,
know that 1 ft is 12 times as long
as 1 in. Express the length of
a 4 ft snake as 48 in. Generate
a conversion table for feet and
inches listing the number pairs (1,
12), (2, 24), (3, 36), …

• Have your child read and/or measure things around the
house (ex: weight on a scale, height of a bike, length of the
kitchen table, their bed). Then, have your child change the
inches to feet, pounds to ounces, yards to feet, etc.
• With your child, look at an item in your refrigerator or
cabinet, such as a gallon of milk, liter of soda, box of cereal,
can of soup, etc. Predict how many ounces, grams, milliliters,
etc. it holds, and then look at the label to check your
prediction.
• While cooking spaghetti, ask your child to put a gallon of
water in the pot using cups. Then, ask how many pints and
quarts are equal to ___ amount of cups, gallons, etc.

• Apply the area and perimeter
formulas for rectangles in
real world and mathematical
problems. For example, find
the width of a rectangular room
given the area of the flooring
and the length, by viewing the
area formulas as a multiplication
equation with an unknown factor.

• With your child, talk about the following: If you plant a
garden and put a fence around it, discuss how you would
figure out how much fencing you need to buy to surround
your garden.
• Ask your child to measure the area covered by a placemat
on your table.
• Ask your child to measure the perimeter and area of a rug
in your home.

Geometry
Students will apply the properties of one-, two-, or three- dimensional geometric figures
to describe, reason, or solve problems about shape, size, position, or motion of objects.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Draw points, lines, line segments,
rays, angles (right, acute,
obtuse), and perpendicular and
parallel lines. Identify these in
two-dimensional figures.

• While driving in your car, have your child look for shapes in
the environment. Ask your child what type of angles make
up the shape, how many points there are, if there are any
parallel or perpendicular lines, etc.

• Recognize a line of symmetry for
a two-dimensional figure as a line
across the figure such that the
figure can be folded along the
line into matching parts. Identify
line-symmetric figures and draw
lines of symmetry.

• Find objects around your home or in your environment and
ask your child to teach you about lines of symmetry.

Math

Students will identify attributes, units, or systems of measurement to apply a
variety of techniques, formulas, tools, or technology for determining measurement.

Social Studies

Students will demonstrate commitment to human dignity, justice
and the democratic process, work cooperatively and accept group decisions
while respecting individual rights and developing a common culture.

Political Science
Students will understand the historical development and current status of the
democratic principles and the development of skills and attitudes
necessary to become responsible citizens.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

Social Studies

• Trace and explain how the
• Visit historical places in and around Frederick. Talk about
political structure in Maryland
why these places are historical and how they affected
developed and changed over time.
the growth and development of Maryland (Schifferstadt,
Rosehill Manor, The Frederick Historical Society).
• Describe the role of key people
in Maryland (William Paca,
Charles Carroll, Thomas Stone,
and Samuel Chase) and of the
Sons of Liberty in building the
new American nation.

• Visit the Court House and City Hall and read the plaques
about historical Fredericktonians such as Roger Brooke
Taney and Thomas Johnson. Discuss the importance of
these people.

• Describe responsibilities
associated with certain basic
rights of citizens, such as
freedom of speech, religion, and
press and explain why these
responsibilities are important.

• Explore the idea of basic rights with your child by listing
examples. A list of different churches in your community is
an example of freedom of religion, a list of newspapers and
magazines is an example of freedom of the press, etc.

People of the Nation and World
Students will understand how people in Maryland, the United States,
and around the world are alike different.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Analyze how groups of people
interact, share culture,
compromise and resolve conflict
in Maryland and the United
States.

• Identify a conflict of interest at home, at school, or in
the community. Talk with your child about possible options
for resolving the conflict. List the pros and cons for each
resolution.
• Talk through conflicts at your house. Compare the way you
solve the conflict with the way conflict resolution is handled
in Maryland and the United States.

• Compare and describe elements
of culture including shelter,
recreation, education, oral
traditions, art, music, and
language of Maryland’s Native
American societies.

• Read stories and non-fiction texts with your child about
Native American societies in Maryland (Shawnee, Nanticoke,
Piscataway, Yaocomaco, Susquehannock, Accohannock).
Compare their way of life with your way of life.
• Find examples of elements of culture from the Native
American societies in Maryland and examine them for
similarities and differences to your way of life.

• Analyze how Maryland
society was influenced by the
contributions of people and
groups.

• Research different people (Lord Baltimore, the Calvert and
Carroll families, Margaret Brent, and Mathias DeSousa,
Francis Scott Key, Benjamin Banneker, Mary Pickersgill,
Clara Barton, and Freedmen’s Bureau) using online sources
or print sources. Talk about what they did and how what
they did helped to shape Maryland. Ask your child if he/she
would have done the same thing or something different.

Social Studies

Geography
Students will use geographic concepts and processes to understand
location and its relationship to human activities.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

Social Studies

• Use geographic tools (varieties
• Use Google maps or county maps to plan a route from your
of maps, globes, and atlases), map
house to any three county landmarks and back through a
components (title, compass rose,
different route.
simple grid system, scale, legend/ • Take a trip and discuss what you see.
key, date and author) and land
features (natural, physical, and
human) to describe and compare
places and regions within
Maryland and the United States.
• Explain how the growth of
communities and suburbs
changed the environment, such
as building roads and shopping
centers.

• Talk about how Frederick companies can “go green” to help
the environment.
• With your child talk with a person who has lived in Frederick
County for 20 years or more. Discuss with them how their
community has changed, how their commute has changed,
if they think human development had an impact, and if the
person is as happy in Frederick as they were 20 years ago.

• Identify reasons for the
movement of people to, from, and
within Maryland and the United
States.

• Trace your family’s ancestry with a focus on how your family
got to Maryland and why they came to Maryland. Discuss
why people settle where they do and why they move from
where they are from.

Economics
Students will identify the economic principles and processes that are
helpful to producers and consumers when making good decisions.

Family Activities

• Identify the natural, capital,
and human resources used in the
production of goods and services
in the regions of Maryland
and the United States and the
consequences of specialized work
on interdependence, trade, and
economic growth.

• Go to the store and purchase a Maryland produced good.
• Discuss the natural, capital, and human resources used in
the production of this good. Talk about how this production
may have changed over time.

• Give examples of government
rules and laws that affect how
people and businesses work, such
as requiring licenses to drive and
open a business and regulating
how people use the resources of
the Chesapeake Bay.

• When visiting different service places (hairstylist,
mechanic, doctor, etc.), discuss the different licenses
these people must hold in order to practice in the state
of Maryland and why. Ask your child about the level of
knowledge he/she expects these licensed people to have.
• Talk about the Chesapeake Bay and how laws can help
protect it.
• Trace the use of water in your household through channels
that eventually lead to the Chesapeake Bay (out of your
water tap, down the drain to the waste management
treatment plant, through city water system, out someone
else’s garden hose…etc.).
• Discuss the Chesapeake Bay tax and its purpose.

Social Studies

Samples of Curricula

History
Students will use historical thinking skills to understand how individuals
and events have changed society over time.

Social Studies

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Analyze the chronology and
significance of key historical
events in Maryland from the precolonial through the Civil War
period.

• Visit historical places in and around Frederick.
• Discuss important historical events your child has studied.
List them on cards and make a timeline by taping the cards
in order on a string.

• Describe the abolitionist
movement in Maryland and
describe the conditions that
promoted the growth of the
Underground Railroad in
Maryland.

• Read books together about the abolitionist movement and
the Underground Railroad.
• Discuss how the Civil War impacted the people/families of
Maryland.
• Visit the Civil War Medicine Museum to discuss if violence
was a factor in the abolitionist movement.

• Compare the development of
towns and regions, such as
St. Mary’s City and Annapolis.

• Locate St. Mary’s City and Annapolis on a map.
• Discuss how the regions are similar and different.
• Discuss why these places were developed and how they
impacted Maryland.
• Discuss why the capital of Maryland was moved from
St. Mary’s City to Annapolis.
• Participate in events in St. Mary’s City and in Annapolis.

Science

Students explore the life, physical and earth/space sciences
through a discovery, hands-on approach to learning. The essential
science knowledge for grade 4 is embedded within the
Environments, Our Place in Space, and Motion and Design units.
During each of these science units, students will develop the
thinking and acting that is part of the practice of science by
constructing knowledge through scientific investigations, applying evidence
and reasoning to support explanations, and communicating findings to inform others.

Life Science:
Students will use scientific skills and processes to explain the dynamic nature of living
things, their interactions, and the results from the interactions that occur over time.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities
• Take a walk around your back yard or nearby park. Discuss
what plants and animals are in the area. Talk about the
differences you observe and discuss why those changes may
have occurred.

• Describe similarities and
differences in the response of
plants and animals to changes in
the environmental factors.

• Plant a vegetable garden in the spring and observe the
plant growth. Talk about the environmental factors that
might be affecting plant growth (ex: temperature, amount
of sunlight, etc.).

• Describe how organisms and
their adaptations help them
survive.

• Read articles and books about plants and animals.
• Discuss with your child how plants and animals adapt to the
change in seasons (ex: hot, cold, rain, snow).

• Recognize and describe that
people in Maryland depend on,
change and are affected by the
environment.

• While driving, discuss the communities you see. Ask, “Why
do you think they chose to farm here?” (ex: soil, water,
temperature).

Science

• Explain that organisms can only
survive in environments that
meet their needs.

Earth Science:
Students will use scientific skills and processes to explain the chemical and physical
interactions (i.e. natural forces and cycles, transfer of energy) of the environment,
Earth and the Universe that occur over time.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Explore causes of day/night,
seasons and phases of the moon
with models.

• On a calendar, record the phases of the moon and look for
patterns.

• Identify and compare properties, • With your child, discuss the Earth. Ask questions like: “Why
location and movement of the
do you think the earth has living things and other planets
earth, moon and sun.
do not?” Emphasize the temperature, location from the sun,
and presence of water on earth.
• Identify and describe the variety • Observe the constellations at different times of the year
of objects in the universe.
and different times of the evening. Ask, “Do the stars
appear to stay in the same position in the sky throughout
the year/evening?” Talk about what you observe.
• Attend one of the evening programs with your child at
the Earth and Space Science Lab at Lincoln Elementary,
presented from November to March. Refer to the FCPS
Student Calendar/Handbook for specific dates and times.

Physical Science:
Students will use scientific skills and processes to explain 1) the composition,
structure, and interactions of matter in order to support the predictability of
structure and energy transformation and 2) the interactions of matter and
energy and the energy transformations that occur.

Science

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Describe the motion of objects
using distance traveled, time,
direction and speed.

• Talk with your child when riding in a car or truck about how
fast he/she thinks it moves.
• Involve your child in games or activities where gravity or
friction affect motion. (ex: race tracks or adventure parks).

• Investigate a variety of
mechanical systems and analyze
the relationship among the parts.

• Study simple machines with your child to observe how they
work (ex: bike gears, swings, skateboard wheels).
• Encourage your child to play with construction type toys
where parts interact (ex: Legos™, K’Nex™, Mouse Trap™).

• Examine and modify models and
discuss their limitations.

• Provide opportunities for your child to assemble models
from a design plan.

All students in full day Kindergarten and grades one through five
are offered daily opportunities to participate in specials-- art, music and physical
education. Each special area has a curriculum that integrates classroom learning and
strengthens student abilities in physical education and the arts. In addition,
there is a health education curriculum for each grade level.

Music
Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Aesthetics

• Help your child make connections between music and math
(Ex: when eating a pizza, first cut it in half. Ask your child
what the note values of the two pieces represent. Divide
again into four pieces, and finally into eight, each time
asking what the note values would be. Eat a slice and ask
what that space would be called).
• Write the following fractions on paper: 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and ask
your child to draw the correct note.

• Historical/Cultural

• Talk about how music helps us understand events from the
past.
• Ask your child what types of musical groups would perform
at a wedding, a parade, a school musical, a church event, or a
funeral.

• Creative expression, production

• Have your child make up a simple piece of music using vocal
sounds, body sounds, electronic sounds, and instrumental
sounds. Ask him/her to perform the composition for you.

• Criticism

• When listening to music in everyday life, ask your child how
he/she would evaluate this piece of music. Ask your child to
use music vocabulary in the answer.

Specials

Specials

Art

Specials

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Aesthetics

• Have your child explain why an artwork might make him/her
feel a certain way.
• Have your child explain why he/she likes one of the
artworks more than another.

• Historical/Cultural

• Have your child create art that shows an event in the
family.
• Have your child write a story and then draw a picture of
that story.
• Talk about how art helps us understand events from the
past.

• Production

• Use art elements to create artworks that fill the entire
paper. Have your child include one thing as big as his/her
hand and have overlapping objects. Use objects of different
sizes and shapes.

• Critical

• Have your child create artworks that are abstract by
focusing on colors, shapes, and patterns.
• Have your child tell you what his/her abstract picture is
about.

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Exercise Physiology

• Demonstrate the effects of physical activity on the body’s
systems.
• Help your child understand the relationship between a
specific activity and the calories burned.
• Learn about the information contained on nutrition labels
and share with your child.
• With your child, select activities to improve personal
fitness.

• Biomechanical Principles

• Use the terms internal force, external force, gravity,
friction and resistance in everyday conversation.
• Demonstrate static and dynamic movements.

• Skillfulness

• Encourage your child to create a movement sequence with
or without equipment or props.
• Play games that require skills, such as catching and
throwing.

• Social Psychological Principles

• Explain the relationship between effort and skill
improvement.
• Demonstrate pillars of character: Respect,
Trustworthiness, Citizenship, Caring, Responsibility and
Fairness.
• Model a variety of ways to show consideration for others.

• Physical Activity

• Define resting heart rate, target heart rate, and maximum
heart rate.
• Talk to your child about the use of heart rate monitors in
physical education class.

• Motor Learning Priciples

• Identify that practice leads to improved performance.
• Encourage your child to use self-assessment to improve
skills through journaling, fitness log, etc.

Specials

Physical Education

Health Education

Specials

Samples of Curricula

Family Activities

• Mental and Emotional Health

• Model verbal and non-verbal methods of communication.
• Help your child see the difference from helpful and harmful
emotional responses.
• Help your child identify sources of stress.
• Help your child develop strategies for making and keeping
friends.

• Alcohol, Tobacco and Other
Drugs

• Identify prescription and over the counter drugs.
• Help your child recognize how the media influences tobacco
use.
• Describe the long and short-term effects of alcohol use on
the body.

• Personal and Consumer Health

• Identify advertising techniques used in the media to sell
health products.
• Help your child recognize and identify product label
information.

• Safety and Injury Prevention

• Help your child analyze risky situations and identify ways to
avoid them.
• Explain the safety rules for use of electricity.
• Help your child develop strategies to respond to
harassment.
• Identify steps for decision-making.

• Nutrition and Fitness

• Describe why the body needs calcium and vitamins.
• Examine how the media/advertising portrays positive and
negative body images.
• Help your child understand the relationship between good
nutrition and physical activity.

FREDERICK COUNTY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ELEMENTARY REPORT CARD GRADE 4
Teacher:
School Year:

Student:
Student ID:
Enrolled Grade: 4
Instructional Level
Explanation of Grades

School:
Principal:
Telephone:

Term:

+ Receives Essential Curriculum with Extension
√ Receives Essential Curriculum
* Receives Alternative Curriculum Based on Individualized Education Plan (IEP)
/ Receives Essential Curriculum with Intervention
A = Exemplary performance towards meeting grade level standards
B = Skilled performance towards meeting grade level standards
C = Satisfactory performance towards meeting grade level standards
D = Minimal performance towards meeting grade level standards
F = Unacceptable performance towards meeting grade level standards
NE = Not evaluated at this time

Effort & Personal and Social Development Coding

Curricular Area

ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS

Term
Instructional Level

4 = Consistently
1

2

3

3 = Most of the Time
4

2 = Inconsistently

1=Rarely

Curricular Area

0= Not Demonstrating
Term

1

2

3

4

ART
Demonstrates Skills and Concepts

Applies Skills and Concepts in Reading
Applies Skills and Concepts in Writing
Demonstrates Effort
Comments

Demonstrates Effort
Comments

MUSIC
Demonstrates Skills and Concepts

MATHEMATICS

Instructional Level

Demonstrates Skills and Concepts
Applies Problem Solving Strategies
Demonstrates Effort
Comments

Demonstrates Effort
Comments

PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Demonstrates Skills and Concepts
Demonstrates Effort

SOCIAL STUDIES

Comments

Demonstrates Skills and Concepts
Demonstrates Effort
Comments

PERSONAL AND SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Interacts appropriately with peers
Shows initiative and self-direction
Uses classroom materials appropriately
Follows classroom/school rules and routines
Engages/maintains attention to learning tasks
Shows courtesy and consideration for others
Uses strategies to solve social problems
Handles changes and transitions
Exhibits self-control
Listens attentively to adults/peers
Follows oral directions
Follows written directions
Organizes self and materials
Comments

SCIENCE
Demonstrates Skills and Concepts
Demonstrates Effort
Comments

Services Received
IEP
ELL
504
Intervention

School Absences
Lawful Unlawful
Partial days this term
Days absent this term
Days absent this school year
Cumulative attendance rate

Interim Issued
Term

94% is the proficient standard

1

2

3

4

If you would like additional information, please contact
your child’s teacher, the school administrator,
or the following central office personnel:
Title

Phone Number

Coordinator of Early Childhood Education and Judy Center

301-696-6864

Elementary Language Arts Curriculum Specialist

301-644-5328

Elementary Mathematics Curriculum Specialist

301-644-5057

Elementary Science Curriculum Specialist

301-644-5057

Elementary Social Studies Curriculum Specialist

301-644-5328

Elementary Physical Education Curriculum Specialist

301-644-5161

Elementary Visual and Performing Arts Curriculum Specialist

301-644-5161

In addition, visit our Frederick County Public Schools website – www.fcps.org
for more information about our curricula and school system.

